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Failure cannot be fully described as based on cognitive deficits, but other attitudinal factors must be well-thought-out. Student’s failure comes from varied reasons with underlying different factors. Negative attitude reflected on their little involvement in the classroom discussion, weak task performances, absenteeism, ineffective study behaviors, with little or no interest in the realm of activities, assignments, and projects. These attitudes exhibited a low intrinsic motivation concerning high academic performances that is primordial in student’s success environment. Given these factors of demotivation, it can be deduced that though students perform shaky, other modalities can be utilized to assist and guide students to generate feelings of positivity towards schools’ performances thus resulting to desired outcome and success.

Teachers have favorable impact on improving students’ academic performances. Their actions greatly influence students behavior towards perception on education. They have the capacity to implement various strategies to strengthen students’ greater commitment to long life learnings. As problem identified, needs, goals and actions must be established to farther ensure desired and stable results. Recognizing challenges and difficulties that may unfavorably interfere with the students’ academic progress is vital for the teacher’s attention. This may lessen the risk of failing but heightened good study habit.

Simple and yet effective ways of reaching students are making classrooms safe, supportive, stimulating, and scholarly. These factors would greatly influence on
improving student’s aptitude, knowledge, perceptions, and toughen their coping skills to inevitable complications and frustrations.

Teachers are powerful instrument in restoration of the innate sense of intellect of every students. They can make everyone determined in reaching their aspirations in life. Undeniably, teachers are remarkably an aid in honing young generation’s aptitude towards a great and better tomorrow.

Let us help our students to cope, lend our hands now and reach out!
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